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Isaiah 65:8~

This is what Yehowah has said; In the same way that the
new wine is found in the cluster and someone has to say; Do not ruin
it, because there is a blessing in it, so I shall do for the sake of my
servants in order not to bring everybody to ruin.
1··
Yehowah's organization today has many fine people in it.
Just as a vine is destroyed, but some of the grape clusters may
be saved, because there is hope in them, a seed, thus will it
happen to Jehovah's Witnesses. Thus Yehowah will preserve a
remnant of his people through the fall of all false religion, lest
they should all perish.
[Question]

What does Yehowah’s organization today contain?

[Question]
down?

How does a seed get preserved, even when the vine is cut

[Question] How therefore will Yehowah preserve a remnant of his
people through the destruction of false religion?

2·

John to the seven congregations that are in the district of
Asia; May YOU have undeserved kindness and peace from
The One who is and who was and who is coming, and from
the seven spirits that are before his throne. (Revelation
1:4)
[Question]

3·

Moreover, his head and his hair were white as white wool,
as snow, and his eyes as a fiery flame. (Revelation 1:14)
[Question]

4·

What did John wish towards his spiritual brothers?

What vision of Christ did John see in Revelation?

And his feet were like fine copper when glowing in a
furnace, and his voice was as the sound of many waters.
(Revelation 1:15)
[Question] What were his feet like and his voice like, and what does
this represent? [See Also Revelation - An Unveiling under this verse]

5·

And he had in his right hand seven stars, and out of his
mouth a sharp, long two-edged sword was protruding, and
his countenance was as the sun when it shines in its
power. (Revelation 1:16)
[Question] What does the Christ hold within his right hand, and how
has the Son of Man also come forth holding the true scriptural meaning
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of the Sun, Moon and Stars symbolisms? [See Also Revealing The Sons
Of God Chapter 7]

6·

7·

For I am with you, is the utterance of Yehowah, to save
you, but I shall make an extermination among all the
nations to which I have scattered you. However, in your
case I shall make no extermination. And I shall have to
correct you to the proper degree, as I shall by no means
leave you unpunished. (Jeremiah 30:11)
[Question]

What would Yehowah then do for his people?

[Question]

What would he eventually bring though upon the nations?

[Question]

To what degree would he discipline his people?

In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be
saved, but on account of the chosen ones those days will
be cut short. (Matthew 24:22)
[Question] Who would survive Har-Mageddon, if the days were
allowed to progress to their natural conclusion?
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